Powder on Demand

Safe, clean and simple transfer of seasonings, powders and granules

Lift seasonings, powders, and granular products without lifting a finger. Powder On Demand (POD) uses energy-efficient dense phase conveying to move powders to seasoning applicators, mixers, and other processing and storage equipment.

POD takes the risk out of filling seasoning hoppers. It eliminates the need for ladders, heavy lifting, and the potential for physical injury. POD runs unattended, reducing labor costs and allowing longer equipment operating times. High capacity models are also available.

POD never separates powder ingredients. It keeps them neatly contained to end messy spills, cross contamination and dust pollution in your work area.

POD is compact and portable so you can move it to different seasoning stations.

POD has only four parts to clean... and no high-maintenance moving parts, pumps, dust socks, or augers. No tools are needed for disassembly.

POD comes with a compact docking station containing all pneumatic supply and control components.
Compact and portable, POD goes wherever you need it!

**Air requirements**
5 psi (0.3 bar)

**Transfer rate**
Up to 4.5 feet³ / minute (0.13 m³/min)

**Transfer height**
Up to 30 feet (9.5 m)

Reference dimensions are rounded to the nearest inch/foot/millimeter/meter.

Constant improvement and engineering innovations mean these specifications may change without notice. Patents pending.